Benchmark

Enterprise-wide weather data

Do more with Benchmark weather data

Benchmark provides claims and underwriting teams with fast, property-specific weather peril analysis for hail, straight-line wind, lightning, and hurricane wind to help verify the cause of damage and when it occurred. Commonly, these reports are delivered individually in other Verisk tools such as Xactimate, XactAnalysis, ClaimSearch, and Decision Net.

Enterprise consistency through API delivery

The Benchmark API allows you to integrate Benchmark weather data directly into the platforms, channels, and applications your business uses today. This means you can validate any type of weather-related loss for property and auto claims with the flexibility and consistency of using a single data source throughout your entire organization.

You can also use the Benchmark API to assist underwriting with detailed information on the time, location, and severity of historical weather events (including factors such as hail size, wind speed, etc.) to help determine potential risk and policy coverage.

Reliable weather data for any industry

The Benchmark API is available to any business that can benefit from precise, property-specific weather history data that’s streamed into their desired platform.
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